
 
Bad Bugs Book Club Reading guide: Unnatural Exposure by Patricia Cornwell 
 
The aim of the Bad Bugs Book Club is to get people interested in science, 
specifically microbiology, by reading books (novels) in which infectious disease 
forms some part of the story. We also try to associate books, where possible, 
with some other activity or event, to widen interest, and to broaden impact. 
We have established a fairly fluid membership of our bookclub through our 
website In The Loop (www.sci-eng.mmu.ac.uk/intheloop), but we hope to 
encourage others to join, to set up their own bookclub, suggest books and 
accompanying activities to us, and give feedback about the books that they have 
read, using our website as the focus for communication. 
Our bookclub comprises both microbiologists and members of the general public. 
We felt that this would encourage some discussion on the science – accuracy, 
impact etc – as well as about the book.  
 
Patricia Cornwell introduced Dr Kay Scarpetta in her first novel, Postmortem, 
written in 1990. Scarpetta is the Chief Medical Examiner, in Richmond, Virginia – 
although there are changes in her status though the career documented in the 
series. Cornwell has been a volunteer police officer, a crime reporter, and a 
computer analyst in the Chief Medical Examiner’s office. Unnatural Exposure 
(1997) is the eighth Scarpetta novel.  
The novels all describe various murders, with significant technical detail, 
particularly including recent forensic technology (but thus susceptible to dating).  
They also span a number of years, and the key characters develop through the 
novels.  Unnatural Exposure begins with Scarpetta investigating a series of 
murders in which the victims were beheaded and dismembered. A new torso is 
discovered, which turns out to be a copycat killing. One of the key differences is 
that the victim presents some vesicular lesions reminiscent of poxvirus. 
Subsequently an infected body is found on Tangier Island, an isolated area with 
few inhabitants. The island was colonised by the English in the 1600s, and many 
of the surnames remain (eg Crockett, Pruitt), as well as an unusual dialect 
reminiscent of the English Restoration era. Smallpox appears to have been the 
causative agent.  Several other cases are identified, and an epidemic is feared. 
However, the virus was engineered (monkeypox spliced with smallpox), derived 
from the 1978 Birmingham UK outbreak, and was not transmissible from person 
to person. The murderer had been associated with the outbreak, and sought 
revenge.(This individual is however not the serial killer who is dismembering 
victims)The outbreak is managed. The Birmingham outbreak caused the death of 
a medical photographer. It is believed that the virus was transmitted from the 
laboratory via an air service duct. The photographer’s mother was infected, but 
survived. The microbiologist responsible for the lab, Bedson, subsequently 
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committed suicide. His application for the laboratory to become a Smallpox 
collaborating centre was rejected. He was awaiting a WHO inspection, was 
concerned that the lab would be closed, so he was trying to finish some work. 
Laboratory safety was very significantly modified across the UK after this incident 
(www.lrb.co.uk/v24/n17/hugh-pennington/smallpox-scares).  
The use of the internet in the novel is interesting – for the time it must have been 
very innovative, but  unfortunately emails, attachments, chatrooms  are no longer 
news p152 
 
Questions 

1. Did you enjoy the novel? Have you read any others of the series? If not, 
would you now? 

2. Characters – were they sympathetic/well described? 
3. Plot – exciting, interesting? Any particularly exciting/dull bits? 
4. Science – useful, interesting? 
5. Microbiology – opportunities for identifying topics for discussion. Plenty of 

additional research to carry out. Smallpox remains an important pathogen, 
with importance in vaccine development, bioterrorism etc. 

 
Questions for students 
In terms of microbiology education, there are many points for discussion, or for 
students to update and research. For example, you could set different goals for a 
group of students on topics arising from the novel.; 

1. The entire story happens over winter, with Scarpetta suffering from a bad 
bout of flu (not smallpox). Would this be seasonal flu, or a pandemic? 
What year was the book set in? 

2. Initially, VZV is suspected as the cause of the rash – there is some 
discussion about its aetiology, and of the vaccine (in US, but not in UK) 
p56. What are the differences and similarities between VZV and 
smallpox? 

3. Wingo, Scarpetta’s assistant  is HIV positive p70. What was the treatment 
status for HIV in 1997? 

4. Scarpetta advises her chief of police to eat his burger medium rather than 
medium rare because of E.coli O157 p129. How new is O157 in 1997? 

5. Microscopic (light) of the tissues specimen showing the Guanieri bodies 
‘waves of bright red eosinphilic inclusions within infected epithelial cells, or 
the cytoplasmic Guanieri bodies indicative of a pox-type virus’. 
Opportunity for discussion on pox diagnosis via light microscopy (large 
virus).p177 

6. p180 transmission electron microscopy described ‘DNA double stranded  
brick shaped  virus particles 200 – 250 nanometers diameter’ (would she 
know it was DNA from TEM?) 

7. p196USAMRIID – CDC, issues of terrorism (p234), outbreaks, 
vaccination, quarantine. 
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8. p212 access to level 4 (as in Outbreak movie and Hot Zone novel) for 
autopsy. ‘scientists doing open war with Ebola, Hantavirus and unknown 
diseases for which there was no cure’. 

9. bad economic situation affecting staffing (furlough): …’not to mention 
Medicaid, air pollution and tracking the winter flu epidemic or screening 
water supplies for the cryptosporidium parasite’…p258 list of outbreaks at 
that time -  

10.  p241 concern about transmission..by  blue crab? P243 ..’a food, a drink, 
dust? With smallpox, transmission is airborne, spread by droplets or fluid 
from the lesions. The disease can be carried on a person or his clothes’ . 
Actually by post (reminiscent of anthrax), and via facial refresher spray. 
P285 ‘we’ve got to worry about houseflies hovering around patients, crabs 
headed for the mainland…mosquito transmission, as in Tanapox’…what 
other poxviruses are there? What is whitepox? 

11. where is residual smallpox (CDC and Moscow) p243; p254destruction of 
species argument, and decision not to destroy – for what reasons? 
Bioterrorism? 

12. CDC …bacteria and influenza labs, and the red brick and concrete area 
for rabies and AIDS 

13. p255 doing PCR; p268 mutant, difficulties of producing a vaccine (AIDS); 
lists tests p279; lack of immunity in the population due to smallpox 
eradication and cessation of vaccination. When was smallpox declared 
eradicated? How was eradication achieved? What is the history of 
smallpox vaccination? 

14. Scarpetta expresses fear of disease p265, 263 as compared with other 
means of death. 

15. p343, lab in a trailer mentions equipment, tissue culture, lab animal 
needed for cultivation of poxvirus. 

16. p350 the Birmingham outbreak. What happened? What were the 
repercussions? 
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